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Vacheron Constatin
"Luxury Watches For Men And Women"
Vacheron Constatin is a luxury Swiss brand that crafts watches of the
highest quality, a fact evident by its Hallmark of Geneva certification. This
watch-making company has a history of more than 250 years, while this
location on Quai de L'Ile is a historic boutique that opened in 1875 as a
factory outlet. The company has several collections such as Patrimony,
Overseas, Historiques and Malte, that consists of watches for both men
and women. Although the prices are exorbitant, they reflect the quality of
craftsmanship gone into the product.
+41 22 316 1720

www.vacheron-constantin.com/

Quai de L'Ile 7, Geneva

Hugo Boss
"Luxury Garments"
No one needs an introduction to Hugo Boss. This luxury clothing brand
has outlets all over the world, with this location in Geneva being one of
them. At this store, one can find several collections such as the original
Hugo Boss, which consists of the classic garments this brand is popular
for. One will also find Boss Green, which consists of relaxed and sporty
apparel, and Hugo, a collection of contemporary and slightly edgy wear.
The products are of exceptional quality and the staff pays attention to
detail, with personal shopping services available as well.
+41 22 311 5377

www.hugoboss.com/

geneva_ruedumarche@sho
ps.hugoboss.com

Rue du Marché 18, Geneva

Louis Vuitton
"LV for Louis Vuitton"
When one comes across the initials L.V., it is very likely they think of Louis
Vuitton. Louis Vuitton has stores in most international cities, including
Geneva, where Louis Vuitton trunks, bags, purses or wallets can be
purchased. The classic Vuitton designs are always available as well as the
current season's collection. The two-story store is located in the middle of
town and faces Lake Geneva. The staff speaks several languages and is
very helpful in assisting you in selecting the item that fits your needs.
+41 22 311 0232

eu.louisvuitton.com/eng-e1/lv-now

Rue du Rhône 33, Geneva

Smalto
"For The Dapper Men"
Smalto is the perfect choice for fashion conscious men who like to dress
dapper. This French designer brand is known for crafting well-fitted
garments for men, with just the right amount of modern-meets-classic
style. One can shop for men's vests, shirts, pants and t-shirts, in addition
to accessories such as ties, sunglasses, scarves, satchels, moccasins and
belts. The prices might cost a king's ransom, but they're definitely worth it.
Who said men don't like to be pampered?

www.smalto.com/

Quai du Mont Blanc 19, Grand Hotel Kempinski, Geneva
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